Looming on the Horizon - It takes a Village to Fix a Hand Jacquard Loom
By Sheila O’Hara - April 26, 2012 - www.sheilaohara.com
When I received my second hand Jacq2G AVL jacquard loom through the generosity of Mim Wynne in
July 2008 I was thrilled to be able to weave on a jacquard loom in my own studio. I had rented 500 hours
of time weaving on both Nina Jacob’s TC-1 880 hook jacquard loom and Cathy Bolding’s AVL/TIS 1728
hook jacquard loom since 2000. I had heard that some of the other owners of the Jacq2G looms were
having some problems but I thought I could figure them out. AVL was now making the all electric Jacq3G
loom. Soon after I started weaving, two hooks died so I cast out the warp threads, resleyed the reed and
kept weaving rather than try to open up the jacquard head and see what was wrong. There is a special
feature in the ArahWeave jacquard software that allows you to save a loom layout with skipped hooks.
This enables you to create a weave file without errors in it allowing for the skipped hooks/warp threads.
A year later I cast out two more hooks in August 2009, and then 3 more in December 2009, one more in
January 2010, two more in April 2010, and then 6 more in September 2010 totaling 16 cast out threads.
After struggling with weaving a few more pieces with more hooks failing, I finally had to stop weaving
completely and try to fix the problem in November 2010. I remembered that my mom would always say
that her engineer dad would just hand her a screwdriver and a hammer and tell her to try to fix things
when she was a kid. I thought to myself - I can try the same idea, so I grabbed a screwdriver and opened
up one of the jacquard heads. There before me was the air distributor that sends air to 24 valve/cylinder
manifolds that each control 14 hooks. The 24 valve/cylinder manifolds use a total of 336 tiny air valves
connected to 336 small air cylinders with 336 tiny hoses. Oh boy! The air distributor is the silver box on
the right side in the left picture below. My loom has two heads that control a total of 672 hooks or warp
threads so there are 672 valves, tiny hoses and cylinders. Some of the other Jacq2G looms have up to 8
heads or 2,688 hooks, valves, hoses and cylinders. Each loom is a bit different since there are a few
different types of valves and cylinders used but all these looms work with compressed air.

My husband Bill and I did some preliminary testing on our own by exchanging valves but weren’t sure
about the solution to the problem. In December 2010, I called AVL and they suggested we try to lubricate
the rods inside the cylinders. AVL sent us magnalube and Bill helped me with doing that tricky job on 14

cylinders. Not much improvement. Then AVL suggested we replace the tiny seals on the rods inside the
cylinders so Bill and I did another trickier job with 28 seals on 14 valves and again there wasn’t much
improvement. We couldn’t go any further. On December 28, 2010, I took one of the 24 valve/cylinder
manifolds out of one of the jacquard heads. I sent it to AVL. They tested it, replaced 6 valves out of the 14
valves and sent it back. After only a few hours, one of the new valves failed so then AVL sent us another
valve. This one began to fail quite soon as well. This was rather discouraging since I have 672 valves and
at $20 each this could add up quickly. I wove a few more pieces but had to hand weave back in the warp
threads that would stop working part way through a weaving. That was no fun. At this point AVL said I
would now have to start paying an hourly rate to figure out what to try next. I was very happy that they
had kindly helped me so far but the loom still wasn’t working correctly and I wasn’t sure how much this
would end up costing. I put the project on hold for a bit. Fortunately, I had woven so many jacquard
tapestries that I could still keep my business going even though I wasn’t weaving any new inventory.
In early June 2011, my brother-in-law, Stefan Changarov, asked to see the 6 bad valves that AVL took out
of the jacquard head. He took them apart and found tiny particles of rust inside them. Rust forms in the
inside of every air compressor so we thought that maybe that was the source of the rust that could easily
clog the pin holes on the valves. This might be the answer to the cause of the failing valves that no one
had thought of yet. I called up the company that manufactures the 5 micron filter/regulator that was on the
loom when I received it and they said that the loom needed to have a .01 micron coalescing filter in
addition to the 5 micron filter/regulator to keep out the rust so I ordered one.
In Michigan in June, 2011, I came in contact with Sara and Hans von Tresckow of the Woolgatherers
where I was the keynote speaker and workshop leader at the Midwest Weavers conference with 340
attendees. Hans took my loom problem on with serious attention. My part-time job for the next 6 months
was answering all of the questions Hans asked me, shipping some parts to him and calling various
companies. After about 100 e-mails between us, Hans had figured out what was wrong and had created a
solution. He asked me what the silver box was made out of that he saw in one of the pictures that I emailed to him. He asked me to put a magnet on the box. It turns out that the air distributors were made out
of steel. They were rusting from the moist air that is inherent with compressed air. Also, just from air
temperature fluctuations, air condenses and causes moisture to collect on the insides of the steel air
distributors causing them to rust – even if there was no compressed air coming into them. I took all 24
small hoses and 1 big hose off one of the air distributors and labeled the hoses and fittings to be able to
reconnect them. I took the 2 x 5 x 8” air distributor into the local machine shop where the owner cut one
end off of it to reveal lots of rust! It looked like Mars inside – the red planet covered with rust. Not pretty
if you don’t want rust in your 672 valves, hoses and cylinders! Valve on the left below & rust on the right.

The local machine shop owner suggested powder coating the inside of the two steel air distributors to
start. Hans designed end pieces to cap the ends that had been cut off. But then, since the threads where the
fittings would be screwed in, couldn’t be powder coated, Hans decided to make me two new anodized
aluminum air distributors! See picture with the ruler below showing them mounted on the back panels for
the jacquard heads where the small fans are mounted as well. He designed the air distributors, ordered all
the metal pieces, cut them to size, had them anodized, cut out and put the new ends on with special
screws, and machined the threads for the 24 outgoing fittings and 1 incoming fitting on each of the two air
distributors. The brand new air distributors arrived from Hans in early December 2011. I then used a brass
brush to clean all the 50 elbow fittings from the old air distributors removing the old Teflon tape. I then
put new Teflon tape on the fittings. Bill screwed them all into the new air distributors to avoid any more
stripping of fittings. I stripped three when I took them out and had to order more. The good news is that
they still make the fittings!

Hans also put threads in the bottom of each air distributor so that we could put a metal drain pipe on each
one with a rubber hose and an on/off valve. A friend helped drill holes in the aluminum shelves where the
air distributors sit so that the drain pipes could be attached on the bottom of each air distributor through
the shelf. Then I put the air distributors attached to the sheet metal back panel onto the loom and put all
the hoses back in place. You can see there is not much clearance above the loom to the ceiling. I attached
the drain pipes in the bottom, the 2 mini desiccant dryers in the air line (for added moisture collection) and
the new .01 micron filter in the air line as well (not shown). We also added a double fan on the front of the
heads to help cool off the valves and reversed the direction of the small fans on the back panels of the
heads to pull the hot air out. We turned on the loom and had one bad leak due to bad threads on a fitting
and one smoking cord that Bill and I fixed. Then we tested it again and it was working. After 14 months of
working on fixing it – the loom started working well on December 17, 2011! It seemed like a miracle!
I still have 17 dead hooks that are spread out across the 22.4” weaving width and very difficult to get to
but I have cast them out and can live with that for now. There are also several slow hooks but no more rust
will go into the tiny holes on the 672 valves and hoses! I just hope that the residual rust in the system
won’t cause too many more problems.
Thanks went to AVL for helping me at the very beginning of this project. Thanks went to Bill for all his
help at the beginning and at the end of this process and emotional support in between. Thanks went to
Stefan, my brother-in-law, who first found the rust in the tiny valves. Really BIG Thanks went to Hans
who found the source of the rust problem in the steel air distributors and made me two new anodized
aluminum air distributors! And Thanks, of course, went to Mim who gave me the loom almost 4 years ago
and to Greg, Mim’s husband, who helped me pack and ship it to CA from Arkansas in 2008!
The best way to test the loom was to weave something so I made a plan. A few years back the local
museum had wanted me to weave an image of their building, Lower Lake Schoolhouse Museum, that was
built in 1887 but they didn't have the budget for it. The main woman who helped save the museum in 1986
from being used as a test building to be burned up by the fire department, turned 91 on February 1st, 2012.
She and her husband formed a committee that raised money for 5 years and then they worked on restoring
the building for 2 years and opened it in 1993. It is where we have the weaving show upstairs each year
with my weavings and my students’ weavings along with the quilts. They also have live theater plays and
wonderful historical displays. See installation shot on the next page of part of our 2011 exhibition.
http://www.co.lake.ca.us/Government/Directory/Museums/LowerLake.htm

So now that my loom was working I just went ahead and wove it for this woman who happens to be
named Jane WEAVER. She was a weaver herself and used to have lots of sheep. She spun yarn from their
wool and wove with it. She is one great lady and I am happy to make this for her as well as one for Winkie
Griffin who was on the museum committee as well and is 83. Winkie moved to Oregon in March 2012
and took the “museum” with her. The two women are thick as thieves and Jane still helps at the museum.
They both have a great sense of humor and are just wonderful ladies. They’ve also been involved as
actresses with the Lake County Theater Company for years, along with their actor husbands who are sadly
both gone now. May they rest in peace. It seemed like a good way to start off weaving with gifts for these
ladies. See the picture above right of the museum tapestry (37”h x 20”w) woven with 3 shuttles. See
below the picture of the birthday party with Jane on the left, Winkie in the center and Sheila on the right.

Dwain Goforth who works at the museum took the picture. Lake County just paid to put the tower back on
the museum that had been damaged and taken off because of the 1906 earthquake even though we are 100
miles from San Francisco. They also recently put up that wrought iron fence so the jacquard tapestry
shows the old museum with new parts woven in old colors-Past & Present together.
Next I wove a Thank You tapestry for Hans and Sara. Hans chose an image of a statue called the “Spirit
Fighter” made by Ernst Barlach in 1928 that was near their home when they lived in Germany. Again I
wove the 35”h x 20”w jacquard tapestry in a sepia color using three shuttle weaves. They are very happy
with it in their home hanging on the wall above a German chair made in about 1920.

With my loom ready to go, I wasn’t sure what to weave next. Two weeks after I finished the tapestry for
Hans and Sara, my 67 year old schizophrenic brother, Brian, passed away after suffering from the affects
of two strokes on September 20, 2011. It is a blessing that he passed away since he couldn’t walk and talk
and they couldn’t seem to regulate his psych meds properly. He is now out of pain but we miss him. He
was a talented poet and artist and he loved jokes. There were thousands of pages of copies of his poems
that I now use for scratch paper. I enjoy reading his poems, one at a time, as I make my copies on the back
of his copies. I started looking through my old portfolios for some of his drawings when I came upon an
old drawing of mine from maybe 20 years ago. It was an image designed for weaving on my AVL 16 shaft
compudobby loom but I never did weave it. The unique thing was that I designed it with 3 sets of colors
rather than the 4 that I always used on that loom. It was also a vertical format instead of my usual
horizontal format on that loom. I thought to myself – I could weave this design on my jacquard loom
without pickup using three wefts in a vertical format! It would come out 20” wide and 57” high.

I traced the design as a line
drawing, scanned it and then
created a full color graphic in
ArahPaint, the graphic part of
ArahWeave. I changed the
spheres in the human’s hands
in the original drawing to
hearts and decided to call it
“Global Healing” - a good
theme for these days. I had
bought several new shades of
purples a while back and by
chance they matched the
drawing exactly. I wound 27
bobbins with all the various
shades of colors by blending
two threads on each bobbin of
10/2 cotton yarn and, of course,
added royal blue lurex from
Jim Ahrens to the blues. When
I started to make a copy of the
color order chart, I came upon
a poem that Brian wrote in
about the 1960’s that included
weaving imagery. I thought
that was a really wonderful
coincidence. See his poem on
page nine. Some people see the
jacquard tapestry as a depiction
of my brother free from his
frail earthly body. That sounds
great. I do know that it was
very satisfying to weave this
image thinking of healing the
planet with lots of colors and
weaves using the technology
available with a working (!)
hand jacquard loom. The
overall design is shown on this
page and then a closer view is
shown on the next page. I
really enjoyed making the top
diagonal band that crosses the
yellow sphere become only a
“wavelength” by changing just
the weave and not the colors, to
continue the band across the
mountain & into the sky on the
right. I hope you enjoy viewing
the jacquard tapestry as much
as I enjoyed weaving it.

TIMELESS NOW
The Egyptians gather again
In the heat of the desert night
And disappear with the dawn
As the string stretches
From your hand
Then onward into infinity
I go where dreams hold dreamers
Like flowers in the snow
These words are secrets that I hide from myself
In thousands of scenes
And under endless millions of stars
As a Chinaman watches
Ageless women dance in the moonlight
In the arc of space
Ours is the promise
For tomorrow is when you made it
And today is here
For as long as these waters flow
I see myself in everything
And everything sees through me
The pattern of the weave
In garments worn by the seed
In this its journey
Brian O’Hara
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Here’s additional information about the “Fighter of the Spirit” 1928, by Ernst Barlach, German, 1870–1938 from
the Minneapolis Institute of Arts where there is a bronze copy 18 feet tall copy, The John R. Van Derlip Fund.
Look closely at this statue. What about it might make someone so angry, he would want to cut it apart and melt it
down? Called The Fighter of the Spirit, the sculpture was made by Ernst Barlach, one of the most important German
sculptors after World War I. He created it in 1928 for the university church in Kiel to honor students killed during
WWI. Though he initially supported Germany's role in the war, the terrible bloodshed and suffering he witnessed
turned him into a pacifist - a term for one who seeks peace.
This war memorial emphasizes the dignity, suffering, and spiritual power of individuals who thought for
themselves. That made the Nazis, who took over Germany in 1933, angry. The Nazis realized that some art was so
powerful, it could change the way that people think about war. And they wanted every German to be devoted to the
Third Reich and to help carry out their plans to invade and conquer other countries.
So they decided to destroy this statue. You can see the saw-tooth marks midway on the body where the angel was
cut in two. However, instead of melting it down as ordered, someone hid the pieces in a local museum, from which
Barlach's assistant bought it. He sold it to a university student, who concealed it until the war ended. After World
War II, Barlach's admirers cast new versions of the statue in bronze from the pieces. The sculpture that now stands
outside of the Minneapolis Institute of Arts is the only known full-sized copy. Barlach believed that much suffering
is caused by human greed, ambitions, and self-deception. Some think this statue is a metaphor for justice; the lion
symbolizes strength, and the angel protects the innocent.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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